
Tip of the Week :

• How to use tagged structures and bitfields



Closer Look at DTYPE

dTag used to identify 
structures and bitfields if the 
format is CF_STRUCT or 
CF_BITFIELD

Note: In the Java API

• TDataType has dTag field and 
getTag() method.

• Tag supplied with the 
TTaggedStructure or TBitfield
constructor.



Tagged Structures

User-defined types
Not systematically known (by definition)
Must register themselves with the local 
structure registry.

AddFieldToSruct(tag,addr,num,type,field)
SealTaggedStruct(tag,structsize,maxarraysize);



Tagged Structures (example)
Structure registration :



Property Registration
Per API:

Per exports.csv



Property Registration
Per fec.xml :

Per Java API :



Structure Registration 
(client-side)

client can do the same as the server
is there is logic which needs to use the 
fields for something, this must happen !
Client and server programmer usually the 
same person or team.

client can discover the struct
works for display (e.g. Instant Client).



Tagged Structures 
(client-side)

Calls use dFormat = CF_STRUCT, fill in the dTag and provide 
a reference pointer to the structure (that’s all).
Byte swapping, alignment handled ‘underneath’.
Possible Issue:

no 'server' reference in the registry
possible problem if a client talks to server A with his version of 
struct "MYSTRUCT" and server B with another version of 
"MYSTRUCT".
BUT: usually systematically defined and used.
has never surfaced as a problem!  

TINE specific structs "PRPQSr4", "CLNQsr4", etc.
Server specific structs "DHS" from Event Server
Subsystem specific structs "TRCHDR" for Transient Recorders (RF)



Bitfields

Also user-defined ‘types’
Not systematically known (by definition)
Must register themselves with the local 
structure registry.

OpenBitField(srv,tag,format)
AddFieldToBitField(srv,tag,mask,field)



Bitfield (example)
Register the bitfield (analogous to struct)

Register the property :



Bitfields
(client-side)

client can do the same as the server
is there is logic which needs to use the 
fields for something, this must happen !
Client and server programmer usually the 
same person or team.

client can discover the bitfield
works for display (e.g. Instant Client – but 
don’t look for now).



Bitfields
(client-side)

Never systematically defined/known
CDI database A will most likely be independent of 
database B
clients will probably need to access multiple CDI 
databases (e.g. instant client)
There is a 'server' reference in the bitfield registry!
no problem with server A using bitfield "StatusBits" 
and server B using the same name.

No problem with name collisions !



Advantages:

Structures:
A collection of information that needs to be 
handled atomically !

Bitfields:
Bits or groups of bits can be named and 
addressed (read not write!)
Communication client-server ALWAYS deals 
with the whole bitfield.

N calls for N different fields from the same bitfield
result in one and only one contract client-server.
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